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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

WHAT IS THE ISSUE?
The maritime industry is facing increased pressure on traditional pricing and financing tools. Financing is
increasingly scarce and traditional channels have dried up. Customers make simple decisions made on base
price which makes the competition fiercer to the detriment of some industry actors. The business models of the
industry will need to change to accommodate these pressures.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
If the maritime industry does not transform towards new pricing strategies, the customers will leave for
seemingly cheaper alternatives, which utilises the new reality. The finance structures of most industry actors
are not ripe to properly accommodate this transaction into a new business model. Thus, the principles
discussed in this seminar report aims at setting the stage for such a transaction within maritime financing to
occur.

WHAT CAN BE DONE?
New business models should be built to enable a servitization of products. This requires a holistic approach
where finance, pricing and contracting works together to unlock the potential of such a transformation.
Servitization will allow for a new price structure which is sustainable for the industry. The financing principles,
which the firms built on must accommodate this in terms of type, source, contracting and business model.

1 INTRODUCTION
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SEVERAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS HAVE EMBRACED NEW
BUSINESS MODELS, MIRRORING THOSE OF OTHER INDUSTRIES. THEY ARE EMBRACING
INCREASED SERVICE THINKING, RECOGNIZING THAT SELLING A PRODUCT ON A PURELY
ONE-OFF TRANSACTIONAL BASIS IS NOT A SUSTAINABLE STRATEGY FOR GROWTH. AS
FINANCING IS AN OFTEN-CITED INHIBITOR FOR PROMOTING BUSINESS AND SALES WITHIN
THE MARITIME INDUSTRY, NEW BUSINESS MODELS REQUIRE CAREFUL REFLECTIONS ON
THE OVERALL INVESTMENT AND FINANCING STRATEGY AND THE FINANCING OF THE
INDIVIDUAL CONTRACT.
As part of the Blue INNOship project 15 “Servitization:
Creating the market by understanding price, cost
contracts and financing”, the aim of this project is
twofold:
1. to provide insight into the financing of new
business models embracing service thinking.
2. proposing and developing structures,
mechanisms and types of financing that
enable maritime companies to implement
new business models embracing service
thinking.
The project will take a practical approach. Clarifying
which building blocks such solutions should contain,
and which traditional and alternative sources of
financing that can play a role. By doing so it will
improve awareness of existing solutions and
mechanisms while promoting new and alternative
solutions.
This report presents preliminary findings and outlines
the structure of the project. The content is based on

both bilateral meetings with maritime companies,
financiers within and outside of Denmark, other
stakeholders, previous projects and desk research. It
is a collection of case studies of business models and
financing mechanisms which shows possible ways to
address and overcome common issues in innovative
ways. The report is one of two pieces of a larger
review of financing for new business models in the
maritime industry. In this report, the need for new
business models will be discussed alongside a deeper
examination of what constitutes specific problems for
integrating service-based solutions. The study will
then turn towards the industry and outline the
specific challenges and industry specifics that frames
the issue in a maritime context. Finally, the current
options for finance will be discussed along with
emerging trends. In the next report, the above
insights will be utilized in a discussion of new financial
tools to be utilized such as leasing, renting,
performance based financing and more.
The following provides a brief description of the
context within which the concept of new business
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models and service thinking is gaining increased
attention within the maritime industry.
Shipping has traditionally been a capital intensive and
cyclical industry. It is set to face increasing costs in
the years to come. Not least due to the quest for
continued optimization of fleet and services, and
increasing investments in emission abatement
technologies in order to comply with regulation.
Regulation has been and will continue to be a game
changer, resulting in high capital needs. However,
ship owners’ liquidity is currently limited and the risk
aversion of the financial markets limits opportunities
for external financing. Not least due to the nature and
characteristics of the industry, poor sector
fundamentals and the increasing and tightening
banking regulation, which constrains long-term
lending. As a consequence, ship-owners are not
necessarily able to act on attractive business cases
provided by equipment manufacturers and service
providers.
Despite a general reluctance towards trying new
business models and technologies, an increased
openness to new ownership and partnership
constellations has been observed in the industry. In
most cases a low level of motivation to make longer
term investments comes due to lack of knowledge of
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) or due to unfavorable
market conditions. Several equipment manufacturers
and service providers are now mirroring business
models seen in other industries by maintaining
ownership of the goods provided and gaining revenues
from selling performance outputs.
Danish maritime equipment manufacturers and
service providers are facing fierce competition from

European and, in particular, Asian counterparts. Like
other industries the maritime industry is experiencing
commoditization, where marine products become
more similar from a buyer’s point of view due to the
increased global competition. Commoditization has
penetrated into the industry in depth and breadth.
Margins are being squeezed, so new revenue streams
are required. Both parties are challenged by the
traditional "price" tag mentality, where suppliers
strive hard to engage customers with the best price
while ship owners still rely on the easy-and-fast price
judgment to decide which vendor to choose, for what
period, and for what kind of products.
The above proves the great potential for embarking on
new business models embracing service thinking. The
market is changing and there is a huge need for new
value adding propositions and business models that
can address the challenges seen from both the
customer and supplier perspective. Maritime
equipment manufacturers are increasingly seeing
themselves as service providers, offering total
solutions rather than just products. This is seen as a
way to resume growth and sustain long-term
competitiveness. It upgrades the existing
manufacturing competences by adding value-added
services to traditional product offerings. Particularly in
the wake of the fourth industrial revolution,
embracing service thinking represents not merely
goods and service bundles but also technologically
advanced sales with complex contract-based price,
cost and profit schemes. However, embarking on new
business models embracing service thinking is
challenging
in
numerous
ways.

IN TIMES OF UNCERTAINTY AND SQUEEZED MARGINS, NEW BUSINESS MODELS
EMBRACING SERVICE THINKING OFFER A MEANS TO REGULATE REVENUE STREAMS,
FOSTERING MORE PREDICTABLE AND SECURE CASH FLOWS. HOWEVER, THE HANDFUL OF
STUDIES THAT EXAMINE THE IMPACT ON PERFORMANCE AND CAPTURES THE OVERALL NET
EFFECT SHOWS MIXED RESULTS AND PINPOINT THE DIFFICULTY IN IMPLEMENTATION. IT
MAY FUTHERMORE BE ARGUED THAT REASONS FOR SERVITIZATION AS WELL AS THE
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE COMPANY MAY DEPEND ON THE RESPECTIVE PRODUCT,
MANUFACTURING STRATEGY AND INDUSTRY, JUST TO MENTION A FEW FACTORS.
Business models in theory:
New business models within the maritime industry
can in general be categorised in two ways, depending
on the inherent drivers:
I. Enforcement of the ever-increasing legislative
pressure on the shipping industry in terms of
its environmental impact and safety
- E.g. Viking Life Saving-Equipment,
Bawat, Alfa Laval, DESMI Ocean Guard etc.
I. The quest for continued vessel optimization,
optimization of services and energy savings
- E.g. Hempel, DESMI, Rolls-Royce, Alfa
Laval, PureteQ etc.
Models based on a mix of the two also exist and are
available in the market.
The different business models entail different
development strategies. These often concern the
maturity level of the manufacturing companies
regarding the process of embracing service thinking
and offering integrated product-service solutions.
The models discussed here are based on different
value propositions with regards to 1) asset sales, 2)

asset recovery, 3) asset availability and 4) customer
outcomes. The different value propositions illustrate a
transformative process in which manufacturing
companies typically shift from a product-centric
orientation to an integrated product-service focus.
The business models can be divided in three main
groups according to whether the value is generated
mainly through the product or mainly through the
service:
 Product-oriented models
 Use-oriented models where the product is
rented or leased to the customer often
including after-sales service
 Result-oriented models where a performance
or capability is sold
This generic way of grouping business models is
useful in highlighting how many maritime companies
have embraced new business models and service
thinking. While some companies have managed to
move towards result-oriented models, the majority of
the maritime companies are still offering productoriented and use-oriented models.
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Performance-based
business logic

Service provider
Pay-per-use

Consulting services

Relative importance of
services for company
performance

Operational services

Integration services

Service and maintenance contracts for
machines and equipment

Product manufacturer

Ad-hoc service support in case of
product failure or breakdown

Investments in the service business

A way to analyse a specific business model is to look
at its strategic characteristics. These include:
 The orientation of the benefit
 The transfer of ownership
 Responsibility during use
 Management of life cycle activities
 Availability of offering
 Expansion of benefits
 Economical value
Each of the characteristics contains variations and
can be combined in numerous ways to describe a
business model concept at a high level. Examples of
such a characterization are outlined in the table
below.
Practice shows that companies develop new business
models embracing service thinking gradually on the
basis of a company’s core-product offering.
Manufacturers follow a progressive transformation
from product to service. Initially, service offerings are
integrated in the pricing of products or just sold on an
ad-hoc basis. Next, a contract with a fixed price can
cover some of the activities related to the

maintenance for a specific period. At a more
advanced stage and after the necessary investments,
fixed price offerings may cover all service costs.
Finally, the most competitive offerings are the
performance-based ones where the customer
payments will depend on the degree to which the
provider achieves performance goals.
In moving toward new business models embracing
service thinking the company will likely change its
interaction with the customer from transactional to
relational. With advanced services, the customer buys
an outcome rather than a product. A ship-owner buys
‘thrust’ rather than a two-stroke engine, reliable
communication systems rather than just bandwidth.
These outcomes are coupled with some special
contractual features that make them particularly
appealing to the customer, such as pay-for-use rather
than a ‘lump sum’ sales transaction and product
ownership, assured product performance and
commitments to innovate products and reduce costs
over time. Different types of contracts govern this
relation such as performance based contracts,

parts

sales

contracts.

Strategic
Characteristics

Variation A

Variation B

Variation C

Variation D

Your variation

Benefit is oriented
towards:

Ownership of the
physical product

Use of the product

Results of the use of
the product

Consumption of the
product

…

Transfer of
ownership

After delivery

After installation

Returns to company
at end of life

Responsibility
during use

Customer has full
responsibility

Company responsible
for installing

Company installs,
maintains and takes
back

Company has full
responsibility for the
use of the product

…

Management of life
cycle activities

Company manages
all before and
included installation

Company manages
the operation and
maintenance

Company manages
upgrading

Company manages
continuous
improvements

…

Availability of
offering

Always present at
the customer

Present at the
customer when
needed (serial use)

Present at the
company when
needed

…

…

Expansion of
benefits

Core benefit alone

Multiple benefits
aggregated together

Multiple benefits
integrated with each
other

…

…

Economical value
based on

Transfer of
ownership

Value based on per
use

Value of the
management
activities

Value of taking
responsibility of the
use

…

Your characteristics

…

…

…

…

…

By moving towards new business models the company
also faces several financial challenges as the
company’s risk exposure increases. Hence, there is a
need for creating awareness of existing and new
financing structures and mechanisms considering both
the duration of the contract, liabilities, the service
extent, and more. For the same reason the phase prior
to providing a bid/quote and signing the final contract
is very important as it is during this phase that all
future terms and conditions are agreed between the
parties involved.

Is never transferred –
owned by the firm

…

Why do companies consider a transition into new
business models? Traditionally three sets of factors
are highlighted. The first is the financial-economic
argument that the added value of embracing service
thinking and service activities can generate higher
profitability and provide new stable source of
revenues even in periods of declining sales, as these
revenues relate to the already installed base. The
second argument concerns competitive advantage
and how services are more difficult to imitate and
thus provides a strategic source of resuming growth.
This helps in sustaining long-term competitiveness.
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outsourcing contracts, development contracts, spare
availability contracts, time & material contracts and
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The third reasoning concerns marketing and demand.
Customers are demanding more service-based
solutions and value different propositions and
attributes than have traditionally been the case. A
final reason, which is not covered in the traditional

Service-oriented business models:
The following provides a number of useful examples
(not from the maritime industry) of service thinking to
understand what exactly it is and what the likely
financial consequences could be:
 What if airlines did not buy planes, but rather
paid Airbus for a certain number of flight
hours, with Airbus supplying the necessary
equipment to achieve the requested number
of hours?
 What if hospitals did not pay for MRI
equipment, but bought a certain quantity of
clinical hours per year?
 What if manufacturing facilities didn't pay for
conveyer belts, but paid for hours of belt
rotation?
In each of these examples, traditional CAPEX (Capital
Expenditure) is converted into OPEX (Operating
Expenditure). What does this mean for the equipment
manufacturer?
 The traditional payment from the sale of a
piece of equipment now becomes amortized

discussion is the attempt to develop new higher-value
activities that would substitute the manufacturing
operations, which are increasingly being offshored or
outsourced by customers.







over the course of many years. This has cash
flow implications and adds increased funding
requirements and credit risks
Ongoing and stable revenues from a sale
indefinitely leads to commercial and financial
resilience for the equipment manufacturer
An incentive to ensure uptime at all costs.
However, warranty issues may arise.
Likewise, the equipment manufacturer need
to consider and cater for unexpected costs
and risks, not least the volatility in the price
of input factors
The solution needs to deliver value as quickly
as possible, otherwise the customer will
return the solution
Solution vendors can generate more revenue
per customers (over time) by providing a
potent combination of equipment and
associated service. However, scale is needed
which require large investments

These findings suggest the presence of initial shortterm gains but also indicate the existence of a
‘profitability’ hurdle. Profitable growth seems feasible
only to the extent that investments in service
capability are translated into economies of scale.
The reasons for these implementation hurdles are that
the business models require higher average labor
costs, working capital and net assets, and that
the business models appear unable to generate high
enough revenues or margins to cover additional
investments the companies have to make and their
changing risk profiles.
Other implementation obstacles range from lack of
attention from top management, to deficiencies in
organizational structures, to the lack of an
appropriate culture, to insufficient capabilities for
providing integrated product-service offerings.
An interesting finding is that while evidence on the
overall net effect shows mixed results, recent studies
demonstrate that new business models embracing

service thinking create value on the level of the
product/solution directly appropriated by the
customer (Kastalli and Van Looy, 2013).
There are no reasons why new business models
embracing service thinking cannot grow to find similar
success in the maritime industry. However, a number
of considerations and barriers need to be treated
before a move towards service thinking can be made.
Among important caveats on financial instruments
and solutions are external sector fundamentals (daily
rates, overcapacity and other external factors such as
regulatory uncertainties, tightened regulations on
financial markets, new accounting standards etc.).
Thus, it should be emphasized that the financial
instruments and solutions will improve the situation
for some performing operators but not solve the
industry fundamentals. These, however, need to be
taken into account in structuring contracts and
deciding on the actual financing structures and
mechanisms.
It is important to emphasize that what also does
characterizes the maritime industry is the vast
network of stakeholders with often divergent
interests and incentive structures. These interests and
incentive structures need to be aligned.
Different customers have different logics and
reasoning impacting the decision to go from ‘one-off
transactions’ to integrated solutions. Ship owners and
shipyards are an example of such two types of
customers that provide a challenge for the maritime
supplier company as they typically have different
responsibilities and therefore motivations.
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Recent findings pinpoint implementation hurdles that
lead to a potential performance decline, the so-called
‘servitization paradox’. Empirical results reveal a
positive, yet non-linear relationship between the scale
of service activities and profitability. The decision to
embrace new business models and service thinking
seems to have a positive impact on profitability, while
the extent of service thinking has a negative effect
(Neely, 2008). While initial levels of servicing result in
a steep increase in profitability, a period of relative
decline is observed before the positive relationship
between the scale of services and profitability reemerges.
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Below a number of important questions are listed, that to a great extent will impact the chosen business
models and appropriate financing structures and mechanisms:
 What are the market segments?
 Who are the customers and what characterizes their reasoning and decision-making - considering
the following two dimensions:
 retrofit vs. new building
 service contracts/integrated solutions vs. one-off transactions
 How does the typical decision-making process look like?
 What type of technology is applied? Is the solution generic or specific tailored to the individual
customer and vessel?
 What is the value propositions? What is offered?
 What is the contract length? What is the operating life of the equipment?
 What kind of services are offered and are they universal?
 What is the level of risk appetite: supplier as well as customer?
 Who benefits from the investment/equipment/service? Are split-incentives an issue and can the
incentives be aligned and resolved?
 Is the business model driven by legislation (compliance) or efficient operations?
 What characterises the value creation process? Who’s involved? Suppliers today are parts of a
complex value system resulting in a complex myriad of contractual responsibilities

THE PROJECT CONTAINS A COLLECTION OF CASE STUDIES OF BUSINESS MODELS BASED
ON: 1) COMPANY CASES FROM THE MARITIME INDUSTRY AND 2) THE BLUE INNOSHIP
PROGRAMME. THE AIM OF THESE CASE STUDIES IS THREEFOLD AS THEY AIM TO
HIGHLIGHT THE ONGOING DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE INDUSTRY, CREATE GENERAL
INSIGHTS INTO THE PRACTICES OF THE MARITIME INDUSTRY TODAY, AND TO PUT
EMPHASIS ON MAJOR FINANCIAL OBSTACLES AND POSSIBLE IDEAS ON HOW SUCH
OBSTACLES CAN BE ADDRESSED AND OVERCOME IN INNOVATIVE WAYS.
Servitization among the case studies:
The company cases are based on available information
from the individual companies’ websites and bilateral
meetings. The breadth and diversity of the companies
have allowed for a mapping of several different
practices in implementing new business models. This
diversity has to do with the companies’ different
characteristics (size, market share, technology,
ownership, history, current product-service offerings,
etc.) and also their readiness to approach different
models.

broadening the concept. They are using the concept
as a tool to strengthen customer relationships, add
value and reduce cost of ownership across the full
product lifespan.

The company cases reveal that several maritime
companies have embarked on new business models
and are now mirroring business models seen in other
industries. They are embracing increased service
thinking, recognizing that selling a product on a purely
one-off transactional basis isn’t a sustainable strategy
for growth. As one company emphasises:” paying for
While new business models - often alongside cloud the technology is considered an old way of thinking”.
technology, information and communications
technology (ICT) and the Internet of Things, is being In light of the unfavorable market conditions, more
implemented across many industry sectors, it has advanced services are increasingly in demand. These
historically been slow to penetrate the maritime may be expressed as:
industry for a variety of reasons. Most manufacturers
 Changed ownership and new responsibilities
today still follow a traditional “silo” approach in which
 Strategic partnerships with financial
the
product
development,
engineering,
institutions, third-party financiers and thirdmanufacturing, marketing and sales functions are
party verification bodies
separated from the service department. Also, focus is
 New payment models, new ways of sharing
primarily product-oriented or use-oriented and to a
risk and new types of contracts (e.g. outcome
lesser extent result-oriented.
guarantees)
Ultimately, the focus is on the customer — on
What the company cases reveal is that equipment understanding their ‘job to be done’ in much greater
manufacturers and service providers today are
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depth, and competing to be the provider that best
satisfies these needs.
The maritime sector and servitization:
All new business models need to function in
accordance with the prerequisites in the market. As
with all markets, certain such seem to reoccur in the
maritime industry. Of special focus, here are
prerequisites concerning capital & finance,
stakeholder relations, risk and contracting.

Capital & finance
The main capital asset of the industry is not
stationary, which means that the potential of new
business models becomes significantly harder to
realise as activities are unlikely to unfold in the same
place. They must satisfy intricate systems of global
support and global presence. This is necessary to
allow for proper mitigation of risk and portfolio
management. It is also vital in ensuring a positive
relationship between scale of services and
profitability. Furthermore, the upfront costs and
capital investments are also often high. This instigates
complex ownership structures where incentives are
not always aligned.

Finally, the ownership of the equipment manufacturer
and service provider (the shareholders and the type of
ownership) impacts the investment horizon,
formulation and implementation of new business
model concepts.

Stakeholders
Another factor of importance is the role that shipyards
have traditionally played, acting as intermediary. This
may change. Also, oil prices govern most investment
decisions as the cost of fuel has been and will
continue to be the largest cost item for operators.
The implementation of new business models can also
be challenged by regulatory requirements enacted by
political institutions.

Risk

Management of credit risks in relation to both
customers and sub-suppliers need to be considered.
This includes:
 Management and controlling of long-term
risks, this includes monitoring and verification
of performance involving third-party
verification bodies
Despite gaining traction in the market, the typical
 Mitigation of new and added risks with
ways of financing these contracts and business
service contracts compared to one-off
models vary a lot. Quite often the companies are
transactions
exposed to high and unknown risks or the structures
 The need for risk-sharing mechanisms to
and mechanisms that they apply are not the most
balance risk and rewards for both the
cost-efficient and secure ones. Also, the adoption of
equipment manufacturers and service
advanced services is still highly fragmented and
providers and the customers
inconsistent across the industry. Hence, there is a
 Mortgage and collateral issues as some
continued need for creating awareness of existing and
equipment cannot be removed upon shipnew financing structures and mechanisms.
owner default
Implementing new business models often results in an
increased requirement for funding and has cash-flow
implications – especially for the equipment
manufacturers and service providers, but also the
customers.

Contracting
For the best results, one should rely on simple yet
comprehensive contracts, which are easy for the
equipment manufacturers and service providers to
manage and replicate without increasing the
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administrative burden and costs. Provisions of from other industries can be applied. Especially,
performance/-product guarantees should be included experiences from within renewables but also in more
especially for less mature technologies.
traditional industries such as aviation, car
manufacturing etc. Rolls-Royce offers TotalCare on
Partnerships with third-party financiers and third- gas turbines for their airline customers based on a
party verification bodies are also crucial. They differ ‘fixed dollar per flying hour’, Xerox delivers ‘pay-perdepending on the technology, its function onbord the click’ scanning, copying and printing of documents;
vessels, the lenght of contract and the size of the and Alstom Train-Life Services supports Virgin by
initial investment.
assuring the availability, reliability and performance of
their Pendolino trains on the West Coast Mainline.
Finally, variations of performance-based contracts and
financing gain more and more attention, and may also The ownership structure is a key challenge in the
be considered in the contracting. Here one needs to structuring of alternative financing within the
be aware of the issues of split-incentives not only in maritime industry Equally is the loan structure and the
relation to the ship-owner-operator/charterer, but issue of mortgage and collateral. Recently, a number
also to sub-suppliers/sub-contractors.
of alternative financing mechanisms have appeared in
the markets. ECAs and public funding are of increasing
Common financial issues in the industry:
importance, and TCO and LCCA are attracting an
Since the project’s start, close to 60 meetings have increasing focus. However, the implementation of
been completed with relevant parties from the these depend on a changing mindset within the
industry. Focusing on common financial issues, these shipping industry.
meetings clearly revealed that there is a need for new
schemes and vehicles to address increased funding The shipping industry has traditionally been assetrequirements. Such financial vehicles need to provide heavy. However, the current market conditions and
extended product and performance guarantees, and expected future developments puts emphasis on the
appropriate systems to verify and monitor importance of balancing CAPEX and OPEX. From the
performance improvements. They should also allow for point of view of both ship-owners and equipment
the creation of a critical mass to tackle often high and manufacturers. In fact, there seems to be a change in
risky CAPEX, balance risks-rewards relations and the paradigm. Historically, CAPEX has driven OPEX, but
examine the relation between OPEX and CAPEX. This the reasoning and decisions in today's markets seem
should help solve eventual split incentives between to be that OPEX drives CAPEX.
owners-operators, and equipment manufacturers and
service providers-sub-suppliers-shipyards.
The majority of the members of Danish Maritime today
are either considering servitization and/or already
The meetings also revealed that the value propositions providing services with their solutions/products.
of most solutions presented above are based on However, the typical ways of financing these
potential performance improvements/savings. Yet, contracts vary a lot. Quite often the companies are
the business models are to a great extent all oriented exposed to high and unknown risks or the structures
on the product itself.
and mechanisms that they apply are not the most
cost-efficient and secure ones.
In the financing of new business models and service
concepts within in the maritime industry learnings
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The maritime industry is characterised by a vast
network of stakeholders (ship-owners, ship
managers, shipyards, designers, equipment
manufacturers, sub-suppliers, service providers etc.).
This causes some challenges as there is often
conflicting interests and the stakeholders individual
perception of values are different. Clarity about whom
to approach in the following three situations is
needed: 1. newbuilding; 2. retrofit; 3. service. In each
of the three situations the decision-makers and
influencers are different, the end-users may not be
the ones incurring the investment and the incentives
for the individual parties involved differ. Issues to
consider includes cost hurdles, that are sunk costs to
build business cases and implement new business
models, the elevated hurdle rate as the average
expected payback period has shortened and the short
holding period of vessels.
Timing and the length of the contract is of great
importance. Not least in order for the equipment
manufacturers to recoup the initial investments and
for ship-owners and operators (if not one and the
same company) to avoid any split-incentives. Scale
and critical mass is needed in order to attract the
interest of third-party investors/financiers. This can
be achieved by pooling the often-smaller investments
in new technologies. By pooling contracts and
investments, the risks could also be diversified and
reduced.

new accounting standards (e.g. International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) 16) affect the recognition
of new business models on the financial statements
of the customers. Only a few equipment
manufacturers and service providers have considered
approaching the financiers who is to be considered
the actual decision-maker in many cases. This leads
to information asymmetries such as the fact that
energy efficiency opportunities at vessel level is often
unknown. Reliable MRV systems are thus needed.
Ship-owners generally experience problems in
financing compliance investments compared to
investments driven by energy efficiency, thus they
have trouble catching up to continued regulatory
uncertainties. The creditworthiness of the ship
owners is a main barrier for uptake of new
technologies and retrofitting. The proportion of the
fleet tied up as a security in outstanding loans are
high.
The loan structure and ship mortgage are key
challenges in the structuring of alternative financing
within the maritime industry. It seems that the
definition of when something is part of the vessel is
not very clear. This needs to be clarified if business
models based on shared or transferred ownership is
to be considered.

As emphasized in the beginning, new business models
and service thinking within the maritime industry
There is a basic need to bridge equipment requires careful reflections on the overall investment
manufacturers, service providers and shipping and financing strategy of the individual company and
companies in the maritime industry with traditional the financing of the individual contract. The starting
and alternative funding sources. This can help point for the description of the issues and
accelerate the implementation of new technologies circumstances that can be related to the financing of
and business models.
the different business models is:
I. A clear definition of what constitutes a
New regulation governing financial markets (BASEL IV
financial strategy
etc.) limits the interests of traditional sources of
II. Emphasizing the more general yet very
financing in international shipping and lead to a
important issues for the companies to
financing gap given the high investment needs. Also,
consider irrespective of the business model

This will then lead to:
 an examination of a number of specific
financing structures and mechanisms that can
address some of the issues highlighted in the
previous sections
 a mapping of traditional and alternative
sources of financing
 a drafted 3-dimensional model to illustrate
the applicability of the individual financial
structures and mechanisms considering both
the size of the investment and the actual
business model.
A model for analysing the challenges:
Companies embracing service thinking in developing
new business models must consider the following two
issues:
 The financing of the company
 The financing of the individual contract seen
from a supplier perspective.

Financing of the company
In hedging and the choice of the right financing, it is
essential for a company to have a clear yet
comprehensive financial strategy. This applies to both
new and well-established companies. The strategy
should form the basis for all the company's financial
decisions, whether they relate to individual
transactions or relationships of a more general nature.
The strategy would ideally provide an overview of the
company, ensure consistency between investment
and financing decisions and that the company can
manage its short and long-term liquidity needs and
underlying risks.
A financial strategy is a dynamic tool that should be
reassessed to the extent that there are changes in
the company's financial conditions, strategic

priorities, business areas and the like. E.g. if a
company decide to implement new business models
embracing service thinking. Below is a brief
description of the issues that a financial strategy as a
minimum should encompass and address:
1) The starting point for the company's financial
considerations is its capital needs (the size and
timing of raising capital). This implies, among other
things detailed budgets to provide an overview of the
company's expected future cash flows and the shortterm and long-term liquidity needs for financing
operations, development and facilities.
2) The prerequisite for raising capital is that there is a
link between the top line, operating profit and bottom
line, so as to provide security for the company's
repayment capacity. Lack of positions on the
company's capital structure, including the relationship
between assets and liabilities, may hamper a
company's continued growth potential. The structure
of the company’s balance sheet and current and
expected investment and financing structure must
thus be included. The company should ensure the
financing of its investments in fixed assets and assets
considering the maturity of the investments, risk, as
well as the ratio between equity and debt. Planning of
investments and financing are interlinked. The links
between investment and financing are many, but the
two most important concerns are that the investment
generates a financing need and that the financing
results in a request for return on investment.
3) The company's risk profile and fiscal policy
focusing on risk management of currency and interest
rates, liquidity and balance sheet, financing and
borrowing, credit and insurance.
4) The company's time horizon. That is the company's
expected implementation of the strategy, including
the timing of both raising capital and spending capital.
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5) A number of alternative funding options must be
established and the relative advantage of the various
options assessed. This includes examining how the
company finances its activities today, is self-financing
possible, as well as a mapping of which additional
funding types the company has access to and
selecting the most likely sources of funding for the
future. In order to ensure the independence of certain
sources of funding and to obtain funding under the
most favorable conditions, the company should aim at

Bid period



Bid provided
Contract signed

Production period



Contract signed
Time of delivery

Each phase has its own financial needs and challenges
and it is essential that these issues be resolved early,
as they are directly or indirectly included as elements
in the commercial contract. It is also the case if the
parties agree to a financial settlement. Hence, the
importance of the period prior to signing the contract
– bid period – must be emphasized.

differentiating and balancing the capital structure so
that it is organized more flexible and consists of
several elements.

Financing of the individual contract
The following phase model is a useful framework for
emphasising important issues for the companies to
consider irrespective of the business model (one-off
transactions versus integrated product-service
solutions).

Credit period



Time of delivery
Time of payment

Guarantee period



Time of payment
Guarantee

Reviewing the phase model, the general financing
needs and risks can be grouped as follows:
 Credit risks
 Warranty issues
 Liquidity/-financing

IN TODAY’S MARKETS, MARITIME FINANCING IS GENERALLY CONSIDERED EXPENSIVE AND
SCARCE, AS THERE IS A LACK OF COMPLETE AVAILABILITY OF FINANCING FOR MOST
SHIPOWNERS. SIMILARLY, THE LACK OF LONG-TERM AND RELIABLE EMPLOYMENT FOR
VESSELS MAKES FINANCING HARD. TRADITIONALLY, SHIP FINANCE HAS BEEN A BLEND OF
CASH FLOW BASED FINANCING AND ASSET BASED FINANCING.
Lately, the market has experienced restructuring of
deals to meet new market conditions, with stricter
covenants:
 loan pricing spreads have doubled (2% - 5%)
 arrangement fees have increased
 finance amounts have fallen (to around 50%65% LTV)
 amortization tenors have fallen (to around 5
years)
 covenants and credit standards have
tightened.
Many traditional shipping banks have already left
shipping, and a few more have been divesting their
shipping loans. Distressed vessel loan portfolios are
sold to private equity and hedge funds and traditional
banking relationships have been damaged.
Banks face increasing capital requirements from
expanded Basel III (Basel IV) and compliance issues,
resulting to an increase in the cost of bank finance.
New clients have to be “strategic”, with large fleets
of vessels, sound business prospects, recognizable
names, strong business models, and risk management
focus. The market for bank financing is experiencing
an over-concentration. Thus, “big gets bigger”, as the
market is structurally changing.

Banks are looking for a “certain critical mass” in size
(over 10-15 vessels). According to Petrofin Global
Bank Research, between 2014 and 2015, the total
number of vessels in the world fleet rose by 1.76%
from 89,676 to 91,256 vessels (Clarkson’s World Fleet
Register). However, this growth in fleet investment
was achieved without a corresponding increase in
bank ship finance. Thus, more reliance was put on
non-bank finance sources and owner's equity. The
market for bank financing has also experienced a
consistent decline by Western banks over the years
and an increase by Asian and development banks and
ECA’s.
Despite the above, some Western banks (Netherland)
found the correct formula to grow during this difficult
period. However, most western banks have reduced
their exposure, especially German, UK, Greek,
Scandinavian, French and Belgium banks. Despite still
being the main source of funding, debt finance is
shrinking.
Going forward, the traditional ship financing model is
changing. Traditionally, a ship-owner with a decent
record and credit would knock on a bank’s door, put
down 30% equity and borrow 70% as a mortgage to
buy a ship. This is not working now and likely will not
work for some time.
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As economic market conditions improve,
improvements for ship finance are also likely to be
achieved. Shipping companies will need to evolve and
so will the shipping industry, to react quickly to
change and market disruptions. Transparent corporate
structures and better corporate governance are
factors for successful ship financing. Development of
new and alternative financing sources and
diversification of existing capital structures are
expected in order to address the large capital needs
for the industry. Also, it is foreseen that shipping
banks will require the use of certain technologies as
part of their covenants. New banks may also join
shipping.
More financing collaboration is also expected in order
to foster innovation and progress within the industry.
Among alternative sources of maritime finance, export
credit agencies (ECA’s) (Annual volumes of about US$
15bn) and Chinese leasing firms have gained
increasing importance.

ECA’s in countries such as Korea, China, Japan,
Norway, Germany and the Netherlands are supporting
their maritime industries through tailor-made products
and solutions. What characterizes ECA financing is the
availability, a wide scope of applications across
segments and markets, long-term horizons, high loan
amounts (70-80%), and the countercyclical role with
activity in difficult times. However, ECA financing is
becoming more careful as to counterparty risk, which
is expected to exclude a good number of ship-owners.
In particular tier II and tier III.
Among new and alternative sources of financing are
also Chinese leasing firms. They generally look for
assets with long-term charters, stable cash-flows and
creditworthy charterers. Often the financing requires
a Chinese “element” (content, i.e. vessel build,
charterer, equipment etc.). These leasing firms are
well supported by local banks providing liquidity and
expertise. This can however be challenges due to
changing accounting standards (IFRS 16).
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5 CONCLUSION
THIS SEMINAR REPORT HAS OUTLINED THE CENTRAL CONCERNS REGARDING BUSINESS
MODELS, SERVICE INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS IN SUCH MODELS AND THEIR GENERAL
APPLICATION ISSUES IN THE MARITIME INDUSTRY. CHIEF AMONG THESE ARE REGULATORY
AND FINANCIAL INDUSTRY SPECIFICS. AVENUES FOR ANALYZING BUSINESS MODELS,
COMPANY FINANCE AND THE INDIVIDUAL CONTRACTS HAVE BEEN OUTLINED AS WELL AS
THE CURRENT ENVIRONMENT FOR FINANCE AND LIQUIDITY IN THE MARITIME INDSUTRY.
THE NEXT STEP FOR THE PROJECT IS A DEEPER DISCUSSION IN THE NEW AND/OR
ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO FINANCE THESE.
The traditional way to look at business models have
distinguished between product-oriented, use-oriented
and result-oriented models. It is important to go
deeper, however, and analyse the specific business
model in terms of benefits, ownership, responsibility,
value and life cycle.
Committing to such an analysis, we can see how
business models in a wide trend are increasingly
based on performance logic. This change is happening
alongside growing investments in servitization. Such
transitions require sufficient knowledge regarding the
nature of business models and the financial solutions
that enable them.
Based on a multitude of case studies and industry
meetings, we have found no specific reason why this
trend will not penetrate the maritime industry. It, in
fact, seems ripe for change. However, a number of
external sector fundamentals complicate the
implementation of service based solutions. Among

these are regulations & standards, capital & finance
and risk concerns.
Two key considerations are financing the company
and financing the individual contract from a supplier
perspective. The former is best served by a proper
financial strategy which covers capital needs and
issues in financial reporting. For the optimal results, it
should also take into account the risk profile, time
horizon and alternative funding options of the
company. The individual contract should then be
evaluated through a phase-model, which considers
credit risks, warranty issues and concerns of liquidity
and finance.
Today’s environment for financing solutions is
characterised by stricter covenants and a wave of
traditional financial institutions abandoning the ships.
Thus, there is a need to look into new and alternative
financial solutions at home and abroad.
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